ISC EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Does the casualty require immediate professional medical or paramedic intervention?

**YES** (Serious Incident)

- Call MAYDAY on CHN 16
- MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAY, This is (name of vessel 3 times)
- MY POSITION IS (give position using Navigational marks)
- I AM (state problem)
- I REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE
- NUMBER OF PERSONS REQUIRING ASSISTANCE

If no response - **call 999** on your mobile – ask for Coastguard

If you suspect a spinal injury do not move the casualty unless there is further immediate danger.

**Follow instructions** from emergency services

- Remain with the casualty
- Inform PRO

**NO** (Less Serious Incident)

- Administer First Aid
- Keep casualty warm and reassure
- Take casualty to ISC immediately
- Inform PRO CHN 46A and Office